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Abstract
When investigating the spreading of a piece of information or the diffusion of an innovation, we often lack
information on the underlying propagation network. Reconstructing the hidden propagation paths based on
the observed diffusion process is a challenging problem which has recently attracted attention from diverse
research fields. To address this reconstruction problem, based on static similarity metrics commonly used
in the link prediction literature, we introduce new node-node temporal similarity metrics. The new metrics
take as input the time-series of multiple independent spreading processes, based on the hypothesis that two
nodes are more likely to be connected if they were often infected at similar points in time. This hypothesis
is implemented by introducing a time-lag function which penalizes distant infection times. We find that
the choice of this time-lag strongly affects the metrics’ reconstruction accuracy, depending on the network’s
clustering coefficient and we provide an extensive comparative analysis of static and temporal similarity
metrics for network reconstruction. Our findings shed new light on the notion of similarity between pairs of
nodes in complex networks.
Keywords: Information networks, Network reconstruction, Temporal similarity, Innovation diffusion
1. Introduction
Our understanding of social networks is affected by the fact that, typically, we only have incomplete
knowledge about the topology of real networks [12, 3]. Aimed at overcoming this shortcoming, the problem
of reconstructing missing links has attracted enormous attention from scholars from diverse fields (see [35] for
a recent review on the problem). Existing approaches to the network reconstruction problem include the use
of local structural metrics [26, 35, 13], global walk-counting methods [22, 35], stochastic block models [18],
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fitness-based methods [10], structural perturbation analysis [33, 30], machine-learning techniques [17], among
many others. Scholars have aimed to identify missing connections in a wide variety of systems, including
protein-protein interaction networks [24], neural networks [6], citation networks [11], and social networks [32,
2].
In parallel, there has been recent interest [38, 39, 14, 50, 44, 31] on a different problem of network
reconstruction: if we are only provided with information on the outcome of a dynamical process on an
unknown propagation network, can we reconstruct the propagation network? The problem – which has
been referred to as latent network reconstruction [38] – can be included in the broader class of problems
that aim to reconstruct the properties of a spreading process (for instance, the seed node [5] or the epidemic
parameters [38]) from data on observed realizations of the process. The question is fundamentally different
from the traditional link prediction problem [35]: while link prediction studies [35] typically assume that
only part of the network is hidden and needs to be reconstructed, here we assume that the topology of
the propagation network is completely hidden. The reconstruction problem studied here is important as
we often deal with datasets where the propagation network is largely unknown: for instance, the owners of
an online e-commerce platform might have complete information on the time-series of users’ purchases, but
lack information about the social connections between the users which might have affected, to some extent,
the observed purchasing patterns.
Existing works have tackled the latent network reconstruction problem from various perspectives. Among
the most relevant contributions, Myers et al. [38] addressed the problem through a maximum-likelihood esti-
mation method based on a cascade spreading model, which was further mapped into a convex optimization
problem. Gomez-Rodriguez et al. [14] developed a faster maximum-likelihood method based on a cascade
propagation model. Shen et al. [44] leveraged compressed sensing theory to map the network reconstruction
problem into a convex optimization problem. Such a mapping is non-trivial and model-specific; they solved
the problem for the Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) and the ”contact process” dynamics [44]. The
main limitation of these approaches is that they are model-dependent: Different spreading models require
the solution of a different set of equations. For example, in the compressed-sensing theory approach, the
convex-optimization equations for the SIS and the contact process model differ substantially [44]. Besides,
the compressed-sensing approach to network reconstruction can be only applied to sparse networks [44].
On the other hand, other studies [50, 31] have tackled the latent network reconstruction problem by means
of simple similarity metrics. With respect to convex optimization [38] and methods based on compressed
sensing theory [44], similarity metrics have two main advantages: (1) They do not depend on the specific
spreading model considered; (2) Their implementation is faster. Temporal similarity metrics for the latent
network reconstruction [31] build on the hypothesis that two nodes are more likely to be connected if
independent spreading processes tend to infect them at similar times. A simple way to implement this
assumption is to impose, for each pair (i, j) of nodes that are infected by the same spreading process, a
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contribution to their similarity sij in the form of a power-law decreasing function of the time lag between the
two infection times [31]. For this reason, we refer to these metrics as temporal similarities with power-law
time lag decay.
Here, we develop new temporal similarity indexes based on the hypothesis that two nodes are more
likely to be connected if independent spreading processes tend to infect them at two consecutive time steps
of the dynamics. We refer to the new metrics as temporal similarities with one-step time lag decay. Based
on the power-law and one-step decay functions, for each of the eight classes of structural similarity metrics
considered here, we construct two corresponding temporal similarity metrics. We compare their performance
in reconstructing the whole propagation network in both synthetic and real data. By analyzing 40 empirical
networks, we provide the first systematic performance comparison of temporal similarity metrics based on
different classes of structural similarity metrics.
We find that for the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) spreading dynamics [40], for almost all the
analyzed networks, the temporal similarities with one-step time lag decay outperform the temporal similar-
ities with a power-law time lag decay. The performance gap is substantially larger for spreading processes
sufficiently above their critical point. Besides, among all the classes of similarity metrics considered, we
find that the temporal similarity metric with one-step time-lag decay based on the Cosine similarity [43]
tends to outperform the other metrics; other competitive classes of similarity are the temporal variants
of the Sorensen index [45] and the Jaccard similarity [21]. Results for two additional spreading models
(Susceptible-Infected, SI, and Linear Threshold Model, LTM) are in qualitative agreement.
Our findings move the first steps toward an extensive benchmarking of methods for the reconstruction of
a hidden topology from the available event time-series of a spreading process. Our work sheds new light on
the notion of node-similarity based on the outcome of dynamical processes on networks, and it has potential
implications for social network analysis that will be outlined in the Discussion section.
2. Results
2.1. Problem statement
We assume that there is a unipartite network (whose adjacency matrix is denoted by A) whose topology
is unknown, and our goal is to reconstruct it. Our available information is the time-stamped list of adoptions
of multiple items that diffuse through a given spreading process. Entry (i, α, tiα) in this list tells us that
node i adopted item α at time tiα. The adoption processes considered here is ruled by the SIR dynamics [40]:
the ”adoption” of item α corresponds to the ”infection” during realization α of the SIR dynamics. For this
reason, in the following, we will use ”adoption” and ”infection” interchangeably.
We consider 40 empirical unipartite networks; among these, 20 are information networks (details in
the Supplementary Material). We generate the time-series {(i, α, tiα)} of adoptions by running, for each
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Figure 1: Reconstruction precision of different similarity metrics as a function of β for eight classes of similarity metrics (CN,
COS, SSI, HPI, JAC, HDI, PA, LHN), for the SIR dynamics (f = 0.5) on BA networks (N = 500, 〈k〉 = 5). The results are
averaged over 50 independent realizations. For sufficiently large β values, temporal similarity metrics with one-step time-lag
decay substantially outperform temporal similarity metrics with power-law time-lag and static metrics.
network, 50 independent realizations of the SIR spreading dynamics initiated by a fraction f of initiators (see
Methods for details) [31]. Each independent realization α of the spreading process is therefore interpreted as
an item that gradually diffuses across the network. In fact, the time-series {(i, α, tiα)} can be interpreted as
a temporal bipartite network [19]; we denote by R the incidence matrix of the corresponding time-aggregate
bipartite network: Riα = 1 if node i adopted item α.
We address the following problem. Assuming that we only know {i, α, tiα}, which is the best method to
reconstruct the E edges of A from {i, α, tiα}? While, in principle, several techniques of network reconstruc-
tion can be designed [35, 44, 31], we narrow our focus to similarity metrics that aim to infer the similarity sij
of two nodes i and j based on their co-adoption patterns [50, 31]. The definitions of the metrics of interest
are provided in Sections 2.2 and 4.1.
Such similarity metrics produce a ranking of the pairs of nodes (potential edges) in descending order
of sij . Assuming that we know the number of edges E of the underlying propagation network A, the E
top-ranked links by sij form the network A
(s) reconstructed by metric s. It is natural to assess the precision
of the metric sij by measuring the fraction of common links between A and A
(s). This metric is typically
referred to as precision in the link prediction [35] and information filtering literature, and we use it to evaluate
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Figure 2: (Color online) Reconstruction precision of different similarity metrics as a function of β for eight classes of similarity
metrics (CN, COS, SSI, HPI, JAC, HDI, PA, LHN), for the SIR dynamics (f = 0.5) on SW networks (N = 500, P = 0.1,
〈k〉 = 5). The results are averaged over 50 independent realizations. For sufficiently large β values, temporal similarity metrics
with one-step time-lag decay substantially outperform temporal similarity metrics with power-law time-lag and static metrics.
the reconstruction performance of the similarity metrics. The results for another evaluation metric1 (Area
Under the Curve, AUC [34]) are in qualitative agreement with those obtained with the precision (Figs. S8).
2.2. From structural to temporal similarity metrics
We consider here eight classes of structural similarities [35]: common neighbors (CN), Jaccard Index
(Jac), Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (LHN), Cosine Index (COS), Sorensen Index (SSI), Hub Promoted
Index (HPI), Hub Depressed Index (HDI), Preferential Attachment (PA). These structural metrics have
been used by researchers from diverse domains to address various problems in network analysis. They
have been applied to the reconstruction of missing links in networks where only a part of the topology is
available [12, 34], to the prediction of new connections in social and information systems [32], and to the
latent network reconstruction problem studied here as well [50].
For each class2 X of similarities, we consider the standard static metric [35] (directly denoted as X), and
two temporal similarity metrics: temporal metrics with the power-law time-lag decay (denoted as TX) [31],
and the new temporal metrics with the one-step time-lag decay (denoted as TX1). The last two classes of
1Differently from the precision metric, the AUC metric is independent of E.
2X is a placeholder here. E.g., X can represent common neighbors CN.
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Figure 3: Reconstruction precision relative difference ∆P (T1, S)/P (S) = (P (T1) − P (S))/P (S) as a function of the network
clustering coefficient. Each dot represents an empirical network; we analyzed 40 empirical contact networks. For all classes of
similarity, almost all the empirical networks fall above the P (T1) = P (S) red line. We use β = 4βc and f = 0.5 here. The
results are averaged over 50 independent realizations.
metrics differ in how the similarity score of a given pair (i, j) of nodes depends on the time lag tiα − tjα
between node i’s and j’s adoption times tiα and tjα for item α. We refer to the Methods section for all the
definitions.
To illustrate the main idea behind each class of metrics, we define here the common-neighbors metrics:
static common neighbors (CN), temporal common neighbors with a power-law decay of time-lag (TCN),
and temporal common neighbors with one-step decay of time lag (TCN1). The common neighbors (CN) of
a given pair (i, j) of nodes is simply given by [35]
sCNij =
∑
α
RiαRjα. (1)
According to this definition, two nodes are similar (and, therefore, more likely to be connected in the hidden
unipartite network) if they often adopted the same item.
Zeng [50] found that this metric and similar static metrics can be used to reconstruct the topology of a
hidden network based on the time-series of a spreading dynamics. Subsequently, the static metric proved
to be sub-optimal with respect to time-aware metrics [31]. Indeed, while it is plausible that two nodes that
often adopt the same item at similar times are more likely to be connected, the same is not necessarily true
if the common adoptions happen at very distant points in time: given two adopters i and j, with tiα  tjα,
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Figure 4: Reconstruction precision relative difference ∆P (T1, T )/P (T ) = (P (T1)− P (T ))/P (T ) as a function of the network
clustering coefficient. Each dot represents an empirical network; we analyzed 40 empirical contact networks. For all classes of
similarity, almost all the empirical networks fall above the P (T1) = P (T ) red line; the only exceptions are some of the networks
with low clustering coefficient. We use β = 4βc and f = 0.5 here. The results are averaged over 50 independent realizations.
item α might indeed have reached j though a long network path, without the two nodes being directly
connected.
To penalize longer time lags, [31] introduced the temporal common neighbors with power-law time-lag
decay (TCN) as
sTCNij =
∑
α
RiαRjα |tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα). (2)
This time-aware metric significantly outperforms its static counterpart, sCN , in the latent network re-
construction [31]. However, as a consequence of the power-law function, the similarity sTCN of a given
pair of nodes receives substantial non-zero contributions also when the two nodes adopt the same item at
substantially different times.
In this work, we introduce the temporal common neighbors with a one-step decay time-lag decay (TCN1)
as
sTCN1ij =
∑
α
RiαRjα δ|tiα−tjα|,1. (3)
According to this definition, the similarity sTCN1 of a given pair (i, j) of nodes only receives a contribution
when the two nodes adopt the same item at two consecutive time steps.
Analogous definitions for the other seven classes of similarities and their temporal variants with power-
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Figure 5: Mean relative precision (higher values correspond to better performance) and mean rank (lower values correspond
to better performance) of the eight TX1 metrics. According to both evaluation metrics, TCOS1 is the best-performing metric,
followed by TSSI1 and TJAC1. We use β = 4βc and f = 0.5 here. The results are averaged over 50 independent realizations.
law and one-step time-lag decay are provided in the Methods section. The goal of the rest of the paper
is to extensively compare the performance of these metrics in reconstructing both synthetic and empirical
networks.
2.3. Reconstruction of synthetic networks
We start our investigation from synthetic networks generated with the Baraba´si-Albert model [4] (see
Methods for the generation details). Fig. 1 shows our reconstruction results: each panel refers to a class
of similarities; for each class of similarities (e.g., common neighbors), we show the results for the static
metric (CN), the temporal metric with power-law time lag decay (TCN), and the new temporal metric with
one-step time lag decay (TCN1). The precision values attained by the metrics are shown as a function of
the transmission probability β of the SIR spreading process.
For each considered structural metric (e.g., CN), for sufficiently large β values, the corresponding tem-
poral metric with one-step decay (TCN1) performs significantly better than the corresponding temporal
metric with power-law decay (e.g., TCN). As we reduce β, spreading processes tend to die out more rapidly,
and it becomes increasingly harder to correctly reconstruct the underlying diffusion network; in the small-β
regime, the temporal metrics with a one-step and power-law decay perform similarly. As expected [31], the
time-aware metrics significantly outperform the static metric.
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Fig. 2 shows analogous results for a small-world network [48] (see Methods for the generation details).
We observe again a systematic performance edge of the temporal metrics with a one-step time lag decay
over the temporal metrics with power-law time lag decay, yet this gap is smaller than in the BA networks.
2.4. Reconstruction of real networks
Our results on synthetic networks suggest that the temporal metrics with one-step time lag decay re-
construct synthetic contact networks better than the temporal metrics with power-law time lag decay. To
further validate this assertion, we analyzed 40 empirical contact networks of diverse nature including 20
information networks (details in the Supplementary Material).
For almost all the analyzed datasets, the temporal metrics with one-step time lag decay substantially
improve the reconstruction accuracy with respect to both static (Fig. 3) and temporal metrics with power-
law time lag decay (Fig. 4). The only networks where the temporal metrics with power-law time-lag decay
can outperform the temporal metrics with one-step time-lag decay are those with low clustering coefficient3.
This is intuitive: In a network with lower clustering, it is less likely that two non-connected nodes are reached
by long propagation paths. This mitigates the advantage of considering only adoptions with one-step time
lag when computing the similarity score of a given pair of nodes.
The results in Fig. 4 were obtained with β = 4βc, where βc is the epidemic threshold [40]. As expected
from the synthetic network analysis, we find that for larger β values (Fig. S1), the one-step time lag metrics
show better reconstruction accuracy for the vast majority of datasets and considered metrics. On the other
hand, for lower β values, there is not a clear advantage of the metrics with the one-step time-lag decay (Figs.
S2-S3).
So far, we have compared similarities of the same class (e.g., common neighbors) with different time-lag
decay functions. A natural question arises: what is the relative performance of the eight temporal metrics
TX1 with one-step time-lag decay obtained from the eight different classes of similarities? We compare the
eight metrics’ performance across the 40 empirical datasets considered here. We refer to Figs. S4-S5 for the
results on individual datasets. To gain a general understanding of the metrics’ performance, we aggregate
the metrics’ performance over the analyzed networks. To this end, we consider two evaluation metrics: the
metrics’ mean rank [37] and the mean relative precision.
To compute the metrics’ mean rank, for each dataset d, we rank the eight TX1 metrics in order of
decreasing precision. We denote by rd(s) ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 8} the ranking position metric s for dataset d. Given
D analyzed empirical networks (D = 40 in our work), the mean rank r(s) of metric s is simply defined as
3In our work, we use the average local clustering coefficient as a metric for clustering. For each node i in the network,
we calculate the number Ki of existing edges that connect nodes that are connected with i, and the maximum number Ei
of possible links between i’s neighbors. For an undirected graph, Ei = ki (ki − 1)/2. Finally, we define i’s local clustering
coefficient Ci = Ki/Ei, and the network’s clustering coefficient as C = N
−1∑
i Ci.
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r(s) = D−1
∑D
d=1 rd(s). Better performing metric should exhibit lower mean rank values [37]. In addition,
denoting by Pd(s) the precision achieved by metric s in dataset d, we define the mean relative precision
P (s) of metric s as D−1
∑D
d=1 Pd(s)/maxs′{Pd(s′)}. Better performing metric should exhibit larger mean
relative precision values.
Both evaluation metrics lead to the same overall conclusion: on average, the TCOS1 (temporal Cosine
with one-step time-lag decay) metric
sTCOS1ij =
∑
αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1√∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
(4)
is the best-performing metric, followed by TSS1 and TJAC1 (see Methods for their definition). While TCOS1
provides us with a computationally fast metric to reconstruct the hidden topology, its mean precision is 0.349.
This leaves the door open for future performance improvements, possibly based on new similarity metrics
or more sophisticated methods.
3. Discussion
Our work provided a systematic benchmarking of temporal similarity metrics with respect to their
accuracy in reconstructing a hidden network topology. The reconstruction was more accurate for SIR
spreading processes with a large transmission probability, i.e., in the supercritical regime. On both real and
synthetic networks, we found that temporal metrics with one-step time-lag decay perform systematically
better than metrics with power-law time-lag decay. Besides, we found that the temporal cosine metric with
one-step time-lag decay is the best-performing metric. Differently from maximum-likelihood methods [14]
and compressed-sensing theory approaches [38], the temporal similarity metrics considered here are general
and not restricted to a specific dynamics. In this sense, they can be interpreted not only as parsimonious and
effective reconstruction tools, but also as general baselines against which more sophisticated, model-specific
reconstruction techniques can be evaluated. While we focused on the SIR dynamics, we also assessed the
metrics’ performance for two additional spreading models: the Susceptible-Infected (SI) model [1, 46] and
the Linear Threshold Model (LTM) [16, 23, 8]. The results obtained for these two models are in qualitative
agreement with the results obtained for the SIR model (Figs. S6-S7), supporting the generality of our
conclusions.
Our study paves the way for several extensions. Temporal similarity metrics might be applied to other
network reconstruction problems, such as the problem where part of the topology is known [34] and the
matching of user accounts across different domains or devices [7, 29]. Even more intriguingly, one can
attempt to reconstruct the hidden topology of a social network based on the observed dynamics of real
diffusion processes. For instance, from the observed spreading dynamics of many pieces of information, one
might attempt to reconstruct propagation networks in social media [41] and e-commerce platforms [36].
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The results presented here support metrics based on one-step time lags as the best-performing ones in
the latent network reconstruction task. While the time step of the dynamics is unambiguously defined for
simulated processes, the same does not hold for real spreading processes. Using temporal similarity metrics
to reconstruct propagation topologies based on real time-series data will likely require us to first identify the
typical timescale needed for a given piece of information to be transmitted from an individual to another,
and then to use this typical timescale as the time-lag parameter in the similarity metric.
Finally, our work contributes to the rich literature on similarity on social and information networks [28,
27, 47, 15, 9, 42]. Previous research has stressed the role of structural similarity metrics, i.e., similarity
metrics based either on the time-aggregate contact network of individuals (who is connected to whom) [20,
49, 25] or on the time-aggregate user-item bipartite adoption network (who collected what) [27, 50]. Here,
we combined structure and temporal information (who collected what at which time) to define temporal
similarity metrics that are effective in the propagation network task. We envision that future research on
social and information network analysis might further develop simple yet well-performing time-aware metrics
for network reconstruction.
4. Methods
4.1. Temporal similarity metrics
For each class C of similarity metrics, we define three metrics: a static metric C, a temporal metric
with power-law time-lag decay TC, and a temporal metric with one-step time-lag decay TC1. In our work,
we consider eight classes C of similarities: Common Neighbors (CN), Jaccard (Jac), Cosine (COS), Leicht-
Holme-Newman (LHN), Sorensen Index (SSI), Hub-promoted Index (HPI), Preferential Attachment (PA),
Hub-depressed Index (HDI). As we already defined the three CN similarities in the main text, we define
here the metrics based on the seven additional classes.
Jaccard (Jac) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Jaccard similarity (Jac):
sJacij =
∑
αRiαRjα∑
α(Riα +Rjα −RiαRjα)
. (5)
• Temporal Jaccard similarity with power-law time-lag decay (TJac):
sTJacij =
∑
αRiαRjα |tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα)∑
α(Riα +Rjα −RiαRjα)
. (6)
• Temporal Jaccard similarity with one-step time-lag decay (TJac1):
sTJac1ij =
∑
αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1∑
α(Riα +Rjα −RiαRjα)
. (7)
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Cosine (COS) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Cosine similarity (COS):
sCOSij =
∑
αRiαRjα√∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
. (8)
• Temporal Cosine similarity with power-law time-lag decay (TCOS):
sTCOSij =
∑
αRiαRjα|tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα)√∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
. (9)
• Temporal Cosine similarity with one-step time-lag decay (TCOS1):
sTCOS1ij =
∑
αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1√∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
. (10)
Leicht-Holme-Newman Index (LHN) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Leicht-Holme-Newman Index similarity (LHN):
sLHNij =
∑
αRiαRjα∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
. (11)
• Temporal Leicht-Holme-Newman Index similarity with power-law time-lag decay (TLHN):
sTLHNij =
∑
αRiαRjα|tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα)∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
. (12)
• Temporal Leicht-Holme-Newman Index similarity with one-step time-lag decay (TLHN1):
sTLHN1ij =
∑
αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1∑
αRiα
∑
αRjα
. (13)
Sørensen Index (SSI) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Sørensen Index similarity (SSI):
sSSIij =
2×∑αRiαRjα∑
αRiα +
∑
αRjα
. (14)
• Temporal Sørensen Index similarity with power-law time-lag decay (TSSI):
sTSSIij =
2×∑αRiαRjα|tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα)∑
αRiα +
∑
αRjα
. (15)
• Temporal Sørensen Index similarity with one-step time-lag decay (TSSI1):
sTSSI1ij =
2×∑αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1∑
αRiα +
∑
αRjα
. (16)
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Hub Promoted Index (HPI) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Hub Promoted Index similarity (HPI):
sHPIij =
∑
αRiαRjα
min{∑αRiα,∑αRjα} (17)
• Temporal Hub Promoted Index similarity with power-law time-lag decay (THPI):
sTHPIij =
∑
αRiαRjα|tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα)
min{∑αRiα,∑αRjα} (18)
• Temporal Hub Promoted Index similarity with one-step time-lag decay (THPI1):
sTHPI1ij =
∑
αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1
min{∑αRiα,∑αRjα} (19)
Hub Depressed Index (HDI) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Hub Depressed Index similarity (HDI):
sHDIij =
∑
αRiαRjα
max{∑αRiα,∑αRjα} (20)
• Temporal Hub Depressed Index similarity with power-law time-lag decay (THDI):
sTHDIij =
∑
αRiαRjα|tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα)
max{∑αRiα,∑αRjα} (21)
• Temporal Hub Depressed Index similarity with one-step time-lag decay (THDI1):
sTHDI1ij =
∑
αRiαRjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1
max{∑αRiα,∑αRjα} (22)
Preferential Attachment (PA) similarity. We define three metrics:
• Preferential Attachment similarity (PA):
sPAij =
∑
α
Riα
∑
α
Rjα. (23)
• Temporal Preferential Attachment similarity with power-law time-lag decay (TPA):
sTPAij =
∑
α
Riα
∑
α
Rjα|tiα − tjα|−1(1− δtiα,tjα). (24)
• Temporal Preferential Attachment similarity with one-step time-lag decay (TPA1):
sTPA1ij =
∑
α
Riα
∑
α
Rjαδ|tiα−tjα|,1. (25)
In all the temporal similarity methods above, we set (tiα − tjα)−1 = 0 when tiα = tjα. Note that in the
TC metrics, the factor 1−δtiα,tjα makes sure that events where tiα = tjα do not contribute to the similarity.
Indeed, when tiα = tjα, i is not the node that infected j; therefore, i and j are unlikely to be connected in
the networks. Note that in other problems such as link prediction and recommendation, the case tiα = tjα
may need to be treated differently.
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4.2. SIR spreading dynamics
In the SIR model, each node is in one of the three states: Susceptible (S), Infected (I), Recovered (R). Each
node has a probability f to be an initiator of the spreading process; therefore, there are f ×N simultaneous
initiators, on average, for each spreading process. At each time step, each infected node can infect each
of its neighbors with probability β; each infected node can recover with probability µ. For simplicity, we
fix µ = 1 (each node recovers one step after having been infected). The process ends when there are no
more infected nodes in the system. For each empirical network, we run 50 independent realizations of the
SIR dynamics. For each process α, we record the temporal list of the nodes infected by that process. The
bipartite adjacency matrix R records which nodes were infected by which process: Riα = 1 if i has been
infected by α, whereas Riα = 0 otherwise. If Riα = 1, the time step at which i was infected by α is recorded
in tiα.
4.3. Generation of the synthetic networks
We use two well-known models for the generation of synthetic networks: the Baraba´si-Albert (BA)
model [4], and the Small-World (SW) model [48].
Baraba´si-Albert (BA). We generate networks composed of N = 500 nodes. Our initial condition is a regular
network where each node composed of m0 = 9 nodes; each initial node has the degree equal to 〈k〉 = 5. At
each time step t, we add a new node to the network. The new node connects with 〈k〉 preexisting nodes;
the probability that a preexisting node i is selected is proportional to its degree ki(t) at time t.
Small-World (SW). We start from a regular ring lattice composed of N = 500 nodes and degree k = 〈k〉 = 5:
we connect each of the N nodes with its nearest k neighbors. We rewire each link with probability p – in
this work, we set p = 0.1. More specifically, for each node i, we select a node j from its neighbors and we
extract a random number r from the uniform distribution in (0, 1). If p is larger than r, we and remove the
edge between node i and node j, we randomly select a node m, and we establish an edge between node i
and node m.
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